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A CONTINUED LOOK INTO THE KORAN
Penguin Edition, c. 1968
by Gertjan Zwiggelaar, B.A., B.Ed., EDE.

PART XIV
Yesterday we left off with a discussion regarding the Jewish place in our
concerns regarding the Muslim Invasion of our White Countries, which has to be
considered if one is to come to a better overstanding of what is going on. So,
let’s return to the Koran where in the Penguin edition a new chapter begins at
the bottom of page 197 entitled, The Poets, which is mostly about Moses and
some mention of Noah and the flood, which does happen from time to time in the
Koran where Torah Tales are told. By page 202 the scourge, (remember that
thing?) is mentioned twice, lest you forget and get all lulled into thinking about
Moses and Noah and the flood. It is spoken of again on the next page. On that
same page, 203, at the top we read: ‘Will you fornicate with males and leave your
wives, whom Allah has created for you? Surely you are great transgressors,’
after which we read a bit about Lot; remember him? He lived in Sodom and was
quite prepared to give his two virgin daughters to a mad crowd of psychos who
were intent on harming a couple of ‘strangers’ who had come to visit him.
Remember how the Old Testament tale told of those beings coming down a beam
of light? Mister Spock did that from time to time, didn’t he?
As I have said before, the Koran is not all bad in what is espoused there and
indeed, to be fair, there are admirable practices in Islam; not many, but there are
some such as: ‘Give just measure and defraud none. Weigh with even scales and
do not cheat others of what is rightly theirs; nor corrupt the land with evil.
Fear Him who created you and those who have gone before you.’ Page 203.
The last sentence is curious, would you agree? Fear those who have gone before
you? So, we have to be afraid of the ghosts of ancestors? More paranoia.
Some people questioned and disbelieved Mohammed so, ‘...the scourge of the Day
of Darkness smote them; the punishment of a fateful day.’ Bottom of page 203.
The Poets chapter finishes on page 204, so I will do a quick skim through this
last page for you: ‘We thus put unbelief in the hearts of the evil-doers; they shall
not believe in it until they see the woeful scourge which in their heedlessness
will suddenly smite them.’ ... ‘Do they wish to hasten My punishment? Think! If
we let them live in ease for many years, and then the scourge with which they
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are threatened falls upon them...’ ‘Never have WE destroyed a nation whom WE
did not warn and admonish beforehand. We are never unjust.’ ... ‘Call on no
other god besides Allah, lest you incur His punishment.’ ... Now finally we hear
mention of Poets at the bottom of page 204 and the end of the chapter. ‘Poets
are followed by none save erring men. Behold how aimlessly they rove in every
valley, preaching what they never practice. Not so the true believers who do
good works and remember Allah and defend themselves when wronged. The
wrongdoers shall know what punishment awaits them.’
Again you learn that Allah needs to fear monger in order for you to consider
him worthy of worship. We have seen that abundantly made clear already. My
Father in Paradise does not scare me; why should He. He is my Creator and He
and I are as one.
It is nice of Allah that he warns nations before he beats the crap out of them.
Just as the Illuminati give us views of things to come with their movies and
other popular mass media. Hence, those nefarious schemers feel alright about
their malfeasance because they had issued forewarnings. Hence, they, like Allah,
‘are never unjust.’
As for the Poets, mentioned once in an entire chapter of seven pages, I think
Allah is referring to wandering sophists, more likely and not writers of poetry.
Indeed, I have the impression that poetry, as such, is not necessarily contrary to
Allah’s book; since I AM aware that there are Muslim poets with books on the
international market. The poems have to be about Islam, Allah, and the
Prophet, of course. In Islam, flights of imagination are not appreciated. Indeed,
Muslims do not have much of an imagination. Have you ever seen a photo of a
Muslim’s living room? Boring is an understatement. No art on the walls, just
chairs or cushions arranged around the bare walls. It is a place where men
gather. Women, like dogs are kept in their place and only come into that room
to serve the men, not to cuddle with their husband or boy friend. Such happy
romance, and human warmth is not something most Muslims have much
appreciation for. Many Muslim Men make mincemeat of their cowering wives if
they misbehave. Beating one’s wife is proscribed in the Koran.
In Jeff Rense’s site there is an article regarding the women of a particularly
retarded Muslim tribe in the Dark Continent who actually believe that the more
a husband beats her, the more he is showing his love for her. There are cases of
extreme love resulting in broken legs, or arms. One case of extreme Muslim love
resulted in the loved one having both her hands broken. Yes, as you can see,
Islam is a religion for lovers and peace makers.
You can find my books on: Amazon.com, Barnes&Noble.com, and from my
publisher: Americastarbooks.pub. Enjoy your weekend. DtRH is back on Monday.
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